
Scarecrow Stalker CR 5
N Medium Construct 
Initiative: +4; Senses: Darkvision 60 ft., Low-light Vision 
Defense 
AC: 21, Flat-Footed: 17, Touch: 14 
(+4 dexterity, +7 natural) 
HP: 53 (6d10 + 20)   DR: 5/ good 
Fort: +2, Ref: +2, Will: +2  SR: None 
Resistances: None 
Immunities: Construct Immunities 
Defensive Abilities: None 
Offense 
Base Attack Bonus: +5; Grapple: +10; Space/Reach: 5 ft. / 5 ft. 
Speed: 30 ft. 
Melee: 2 Razor Claws +10 (1d6+5) 
Special Abilities: Frightening Gaze, Stalker, Restuff 
Tactics 
During Combat: In combat a scarecrow stalker will typically throw 
itself into melee and attempt to cut down any enemies who separate 
themselves from their allies. If ordered to focus attacks on a single 
creature by its master, a scarecrow stalker does so. 
   If ordered to hunt and kill someone, a scarecrow stalker will follow its 
target as stealthily as possible until it is capable of attacking while his 
target is alone. 
Morale: Lacking any sense of self-preservation, scarecrow stalkers 
never flee from combat unless ordered to by their creator. 
Statistics 
STR 20 (+5) DEX 18 (+4) CON --- (+---) 
INT --- (+---) WIS 11 (+0) CHA 1 (-5) 
Armor Check Penalty: -0 (-0 armor, -0 shield) 
Feats: Improved InitiativeB 

Skills: Hide +4 (+4 Dex), Move Silently +4 (+4 Dex) 
Languages: None 
SQ: Fire Vulnerability 
Combat Gear: None 
   Other Gear: None 
Ecology 
Environment: Any 
Organization: Solitary or crew (4 – 16) 
Treasure: None 
Special Abilities 
   Fire Vulnerability: A scarecrow stalker takes half again as much 
(+50%) damage as normal from fire, regardless of whether a saving 
throw is allowed, or if the save is a success or failure. 
   Frightening Gaze (Su): Any creature facing a scarecrow stalker in 
battle must succeed on a will save (DC 13) at the beginning of each turn 
to avoid becoming shaken by the stalker’s unsettling gaze. 
   Creatures averting their eyes have a 50% chance of not having to make 
the saving throw in any give round, but the scarecrow stalker gains 
concealment against their attacks. If an opponent shuts his eyes or turns 
his back to the stalker he doesn’t have to make a save on his turn, but the 
scarecrow stalker gains total concealment relative to that opponent. 
   Skills: If ordered to hunt down and kill a target, scarecrow stalkers 
gain a +10 bonus to their hide and move silently checks. 
   Stalker (Ex): When a scarecrow stalker attacks a creature that has no 
adjacent allies, the scarecrow stalker gains a +1 bonus to its attack rolls a 
+3 bonus to damage rolls. 
   Restuff (Ex): The magic enchanting a scarecrow stalker allows the 
beast to almost constantly repair its own wounds. As a swift action, the 
scarecrow stalker may heal itself for 2d4 points of damage. 
   A scarecrow stalker may not use this ability two rounds in a row. 
 
 
   A humanoid aimlessly shambles around before you. Its body is clad in 
tattered and filth rags and it appears to be wearing a grotesque mask 
that appears to be a long-rotten pumpkin. The thing’s hands end in 
wicked claws that look to be razor sharp. 
 
   Scarecrow stalkers are crafted by evil fey to serve as brutal killers and 
rudimentary bodyguards. Unlike most golems who are capable of 
following fairly complex orders, scarecrow stalkers are only able to 

understand the most basic of commands, an order like ‘stay here and 
attack anyone who isn’t me’ would be understood by the golem, but the 
more complex ‘patrol this road and attack anyone who isn’t me or the 
crown prince’ would be ignored by the beast. 
   While complex orders are beyond them, scarecrow stalkers excel in 
single-target murders, if shown a picture and given the order to kill, a 
scarecrow stalker will immediately set out and hunt down the creature it 
was shown without rest. 
 
Lore 
   A successful knowledge (arcana) check will reveal the following 
information about a scarecrow stalker: 
DC 16 This terrifying creature is a scarecrow stalker, a type of golem 

crafted by the fey to use as assassins or bodyguards. This 
reveals all construct traits. 

DC 21 Scarecrow stalkers are capable of quickly cutting down an 
opponent who is separated from his allies; they are also 
capable of quickly repairing their wounds should they find 
time to do so. 

DC 26 The gaze of a scarecrow stalker can chill to the bone even the 
most battle hardened of warriors. 

 
 


